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Founded in 2005, thejamjar is a community
arts space that aims to engage audiences,

promote local artists and support the
development of Dubai's art scene through its

extensive art programmes, educational
initiatives, and community projects.

Our objective is to build a bridge between the
arts and education, opening cultural dialogue
in a non-judgemental environment, and help

carry the ideation process into creation. 

WHO WE ARE
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Here at thejamjar, we offer workshops that connect the
content in the classroom with the creative expression of art

making. Our workshops have ranged in topics from the
Stone Age, to Ocean Conservation, and Self Portraits to
Ancient Egyptian art. We host workshops catered to your

school schedule at affordable prices. Artists leave the
studio having learned a little art history, having explored

their own expression, and having created a beautiful piece
of art.



Our facilitator Jacey is a US licensed art educator with 5 years of
experience teaching elementary art. She has been with thejamjar for a year
facilitating workshops for clients from one year old to adults. Jacey is also
pursuing a Masters in Art Therapy and seeks to pair positive mental health

with the act of creating art.



Rahmah Hussain, is a conceptually driven artist and designer skilled at
different forms of arts and craft. She primarily makes 3 dimensional paintings
using foam sheets, texture paste and clay. Her art style is a colourful fusion

inspired by her Indian roots and Middle Eastern upbringing.
She is constantly working with different mediums along with having a

sustainable approach towards her art by incorporating waste materials in an
aesthetically pleasing way.



Timings-  10:30 AM-2:00 PM
 (Typical ly 1.5 hour workshops, 2 workshops a

day, depending on school  schedule)
 

Theme-  Schools can of fer  preferred themes,
sample pieces wi l l  be created and sent to the
lead teacher for  approval .  Quick interact ive

presentat ions are provided as wel l  g iv ing
context  to the theme of the project .  

 
Canvas sizes offered and cost-  

 35x35- 120.50 AED 
 40x50- 136.25 AED 
 60x60- 162.50 AED 



List of some schools we have hosted



Talk to us! 

 learning@thejamjardubai.com
thejamjardubai
https://www.thejamjardubai.com/


